
WALK-IN CLOSETS
T H E  C L O S E T  W O R K S  I N C .

CUSTOM DESIGNS
No matter the space or size, The Closet Works builds

walk-in closet systems that are specifically designed for

your room to fit seamlessly. Whether you're looking to

maximize your storage space or need a more functional

and organized closet, we will listen to you in order to

come up with solutions that are designed with your

specific needs and desires in mind.

DESIGN OPTIONS & IDEAS

A walk-in closet system should not only look beautiful but be

practical, functional and affordable. Here are just some ideas to

make you love your closet for years to come!

VANITY

CORNER SHELVING

JEWELRY STORAGE

Organize and store cosmetics

Get ready for the day in your own personal boutique

Lighting and mirrors enhance the design

Maximize the storage by efficiently utilizing corners

Customized for your specific room dimensions and built in

perfectly to the space

Keep necklaces from getting tangled

Easily access and view your entire collection with sliders

and/or velvet lined drawer inserts

Mirrors add the perfect finishing touch
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MAXIMIZE YOUR SPACE
We can design a custom closet that fits perfectly into your

space. We take the time to listen your needs and craft solutions

to organize your belongings in the most functional manner. The

goal is to make your life easier and less stressful by saving time

and not having to search for items. 

VERTICAL SLIDERS
Acrylic cubbies are perfect for storing belts and accessing them

could not be easier

SCARF RACKS

SINGLE, DOUBLE OR TRIPLE HANGING

FLIP-UP MIRROR WITH VANITY

Organize scarves

Prevent your delicates from getting wrinkled

Keep your collection visible

Maximize your hanging space by going vertical

Organize clothes by season, color, outfit, frequency, etc.

Customized for your wardrobe

A compartment to store & organize cosmetics with custom

made inserts

Puck lighting above provides you with the ideal lighting

needed to apply makeup
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SHOE STORAGE
Is your prized shoe collection bursting at the seams? We

have an array of storage solutions available! Maximizing

the space vertically, in addition to utilizing often

overlooked corners, makes best use of the space and

keeps your shoes visible and organized. No more storing

shoes under the bed in boxes!

SHOE STORAGE IDEAS
There are a variety of ways to store a collection of shoes,

whether women’s or men’s. These include slanted shoe shelves

with fences, cubbies, pull-out shelves or flat shelves.

SLANTED SHOE SHELVES/FENCES

SLIDING SHELVES

CUBBIES

Shoes are visible and easily accessible

Slanted shelves showcase dress shoes in a more elegant

manner

Create a designated home for each pair of shoes

Add shoe fences to keep shoes in place and from sliding off

the shleves

View the entire shoe rather than just the front/toe only

Organize by color, style, season or however you prefer

Customized for your specific needs

Great for everyday shoes like sneakers, cleats, etc.

Can either be stationary or adjustable

Can be designed for a variety of shoes and sizes even booties

Each cubby can potentially hold more than one pair of flip

flops, flats and sandals
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ACCESSORY OPTIONS

"We are in love with our new closet and can't

recommend The Closet Works enough. Don't bother

with the large franchises - these prices are better, they

make their own cabinets in house and the service is

quick and personal.” - Landa K.

"We love our new walk in closet, compliments of Closet

Works. From our first meeting with Shelly Harris to the install,

we knew we were in good hands. Closet Works knows their

craft and the finished product is amazing." - Ellen M.

VIEW ALL OF OUR DESIGNS

Connect with us on social!
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

DRAWER INSERTS
Keep items like hosiery, jewelry, socks and underwear

neat and organized with a variety of drawer inserts.

BIRCH DRAWER INSERTS

JEWELRY INSERTS

Keeps pairs of socks, gloves, hosiery together

Available in 2,3,5 or 12 section options

2-tiered acrylic insert with velvet lined base is practical and stylish

Velvet inserts keep pieces organized and protected from scratches

Safely house and organize rings, earrings, bracelets, watches,

broaches & more

https://instagram.com/closetworksinc
https://twitter.com/inc_closet
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Closet-Works-Inc/56406143545

